Secure Distance Learning

**Education will be different for a while.**

The massive shift from physical to virtual learning created a whole new set of technology challenges and security problems. Today, your small IT team still needs to support large numbers of remote students, instructors, administrators, and their devices. Some schools are planning for online-only education for the entire academic year. To do this, you need a simple and easy way to secure remote classrooms at speed and scale.

The Cisco Secure Distance Learning solution unifies user and device protection at scale, making it easy to verify identity, enable secure access, and defend remote users at anytime from anywhere. This integrated solution helps accelerate student success through security that works together, harnessing the full power of Cisco Duo, AnyConnect, Umbrella, and AMP for Endpoints.

**Duo**

Verifies identity before granting access to educational and administrative IT systems.

[Learn More](#)

**AnyConnect**

Enables secure access to the school network for anyone, anytime, anywhere, from any device.

[Learn More](#)

**Umbrella**

Provides the first line of defense against threats on the internet whether students or educators go.

[Learn More](#)

**AMP for Endpoints**

Provides the last line of defense, enabling protection, detection and response on the endpoint against known and unknown threats.

[Learn More](#)

The Cisco Secure Distance Learning solution is part of the Cisco SecureX platform, built for the security needs of today and tomorrow. [Get started](#)